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Enhancement of excited-state population of magnesium ions upon decay of autoionizing resonances
S. B. Whitfield and C. D. Caldwell
Department of Physics, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816
M. O. Krause
Chemistry Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6201
(Received 24 September 1990)
Decay of autoionizing resonances in atoms often leads to preferential production of excited states
of the resulting ion. The population of these states can exceed the population of the ground state by
more than an order of magnitude. We report measurements of the branching ratios for Mg+ ions
resulting from the decay of selected autoionizing levels. These derive either from single excitation
of a 2p electron or from two-electron excitations. For excited states of the type 2p'( Pi/2 3/2)3s ns,
n =4 or 5, production of Mg+ ions having the final configuration 2p ns is the predominant decay
feature. For n ) 5, the predominant decay feature is the 2p (n +1)s configuration, indicating that
shakeup is very strong in the decay of the excited state. For excited states of the type 2p'( P&/z )5d
and 2p'( P3/p)6d, the decay behaves in a manner similar to that of the ns states. However, for the
2p ( P&/2 )6d state, the most prominent decay channel appears to be the 2p 11d state, which leads to
the emission of an electron with the same kinetic energy as the L2-M&M, Auger line.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past ten years there has been significant ex-
perimental interest in the dynamics of photoionization of
the alkaline-earth elements (group II) in the atomic state.
Much of this work has concentrated on the photoioniza-
tion cross sections of the valence electrons and their
correlation satellites through the autoionizing
nl '(n+1)s n'l+1 states (where n represents the princi-
pal quantum number of the second outermost shell, and
n'~n+1). However, a substantial amount of this work
has also focused on the enhancement of the main photo-
line and its correlation satellites following the subsequent
decay of the photoexcited nl '(n+1)s n'l+1 states via
autoionization. The first experimental study of photoex-
citation and decay on a group-II element using a syn-
chrotron was carried out on Ba.' In that work the au-
thors investigated the decay channels of the photoexcited
configurations 5p 6s5d ('P, ) and 5p 6s5d6d('P& ). They
found that in the second instance, the excited 6d electron
did not participate strongly in the autoionizing decay,
which led to an enhancement in the production of an ex-
cited state of the Ba+ ion relative to the ground state of
the ion. Numerous other experimental and theoretical
investigations involving the 5p resonances in Ba have
been reviewed by Kobrin et aI.
Similar investigations have also been carried out on
Sr, ' Ca, ' and most recently Be. In all cases it was ob-
served that at certain resonance energies the decay of the
excited neutral led to the population of excited-state lev-
els in the ion which were equal to or of greater magnitude
than that of the ground-state population. This enhance-
ment of the population of an excited state of the ion over
a ground state was most strikingly apparent in the case of
Be. In this case it was found that the decay of the Be
ls2s 2p('P, ) state to the Be+ ls 2p state was 56 times
stronger than the decay to the Be+ 1s 2s state.
Surprisingly, there have been virtually no experimental
investigations of photoionization of Mg focusing on the
excitation and ionization of the 2p electrons. Hausmann
et al. have measured photoelectron and Auger electron
angular distributions; however, this was done at 80 eV,
well above the ionization thresholds of the 2p»2 3/2 levels
and hence, far above the region for 2p ~ns ( d ) excita-
tions. An electron impact experiment was carried out by
Breuckmann, Schmidt, and Schmitz. Electron impact
spectra are inherently more complicated since both exci-
tation and ionization lines will be simultaneously present.
In addition, since numerous excitation resonances can be
reached by one sufficiently energetic electron beam, the
task of delineating the various decay channels and gen-
eralizing the behavior of the decay dynamics can be rath-
er complicated. Finally, several detailed photoabsorption
experiments have been carried out in the region of 2p ex-
citation and ionization, the most recent by Ederer, Luca-
torto, and Mehlman. '
Theoretically, the photoionization cross section of the
3s electron of atomic Mg through the 2s~ns(d) reso-
nances has been calculated. "' However, due to rapid
Auctuations in the parameters of their multichannel
quantum defect theory (MQDT), Deshmuhk and Man-
son" were unable to calculate the 3s cross section in the
region of the 2p~ns(d) excitations except very near the
2p3/2 threshold and between the 2p3/p and-2p»2 thresh-
olds. There are apparently no theoretical calculations for
the cross sections of any of the correlation satellites or for
the branching ratios associated with the decay of a given
excited state of the neutral.
Magnesium, because of its rather simple dynamics, is
ideally suited to a detailed experimental investigation of
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the nature carried out on the other group-II elements.
Unlike Ba, Sr, and even Ca, there are no other series lim-
its which exist below the 2p~/p 3/2 thresholds.
' In Sr
there are five two-electron limits below the 4p i /2 3/2
thresholds, ' while in Ca there are four two-electron lim-
its below the 3p & /2 3/2 thresholds. This leads to
numerous additional structure in the cross sections of the
main photoline and its correlation satellites, significantly
complicating the assignments of the excited states of the
neutral. In addition, this can also lead to autoionization
of the excited neutral into the continua of one of the
aforementioned sub-np»z 3/2 thresholds. The resulting
ion can then Auger decay, giving rise to additional lines
in the electron spectra of the ion which are not due to au-
toionization. '
In this paper, we report for the first time, as far as we
are aware, a detailed experimental analysis of the branch-
ing ratios for the autoionizing decay of 11 different excit-
ed states of neutral Mg, most arising from the excitation
of a 2p f/p 3/2 electron to an ns (d) state. We also present
the first partial photoionization cross sections for the 3s
line and several of its correlation satellites in the energy
region of the 2p~ns(d) excitations. Finally, we will
comment on the rather surprising tendency for the
2p&&z3s 6d excited state to preferentially decay to the
2p 11d state, thereby emitting an electron of the same en-
ergy as the L~-M, M, Auger line.
II. EXPERIMENT
This experiment was carried out at the 3-m toroidal
grating monochromator (TGM) at the University of
Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center. The electron
spectrometer which we used for all measurements has
been described in detail elsewhere. ' ' Radiation from
the 3-m TGM was directed through a glass capillary into
a vapor oven where a source of Mg atoms was created by
evaporation of the solid. The design of the vapor oven
and electron source cell used in this experiment differs
from the earlier arrangement. ' ' In this "internal" oven
the electron source region is attached to the vapor oven
in such a way that the interaction between the light and
the vapor takes place inside the oven, rather than with an
effusive beam emanating from the oven into the source
cell. The oven was typically operated at about 580'C,
providing a vapor pressure on the order of (2—3) X 10
Torr. The electrons were energy analyzed in a spherical
sector plate electrostatic analyzer having a resolution of
1% of the pass energy. The analyzer was set to the
"magic angle" so as to avoid the inAuence of any angular
distributions on the measured intensities. In our case,
this angle was found to be 55.5 with respect to the major
axis of the electric field vector of the incident radiation.
We determined this value by measuring the polarization p
of the radiation exiting from the 3-m TGM and using the
relation 8 = ( —,' )cos ' [ 1/( 3p ) ]. The polarization was
determined from angular distribution measurements of
He photoelectrons, for which the asymmetry parameter I3
can be assumed to be 2.0. We found p =0.77(3).
We employed three different methods to record our
electron spectra: the constant-ionic-state (CIS) mode, in
which spectra are recorded by simultaneously scanning
the incident photon energy and the accelerating (retard-
ing) voltage of the source cell (in this case the oven) so as
to always observe electrons which correspond to the same
final ionic state; the constant-final-state (CFS) mode
where spectra are recorded in the same manner as the
CIS mode except that the source cell is not scanned along
with the photon energy but remains at a constant voltage
so as to always observe electrons with the same kinetic
energy; and the photoelectron spectrometry (PES) mode,
in which spectra are recorded at a fixed photon energy
while scanning the accelerating (retarding) voltage of the
source cell or the analyzer plates. PES spectra were
stored in a multichannel scalar which could be multi-
plexed, while CIS and CFS spectra were stored directly
into a Microvax computer.
The resolution of CIS and CFS scans is determined
solely by the bandpass of the monochromator. In our
case entrance and exit slit settings of 0.381 mm were
found to be an excellent compromise between monochro-
mator resolution and flux. By fitting the He 2s2p au-
toionization resonance at 60.13 eV (Ref. 16) rthe natural
width 1 =0.038 eV (Ref. 16)] to a Shore profile, ' includ-
ing convolution with the monochromator bandpass, we
determined the bandpass from a best fit to be 0.30(2) A.
In order to minimize the effects of second-order radiation
diffracted from the 3-m TGM, an Al filter was inserted
into the beam. Changes in photon flux during the course
of the CIS or CFS scan resulting from the decay of the
beam current and changes in the monochromator
throughput at different photon energies were corrected
by dividing out a Ni mesh current which was simultane-
ously recorded along with each scan. The Ni mesh was
located beyond the last optics of the 3-m TGM just prior
to the entrance of the experimental setup. To account for
any decrease in light intensity during the course of the
scan which might arise from deposition of magnesium on
the light collimating capillary, PES spectra were recorded
at a suitable resonance energy before and after the scan.
After normalizing these spectra to beam current and
counting time, any difference in intensity between the two
PES spectra could then be used to correct the CIS or CFS
spectrum. In most cases, this correction was found to be
negligible. In addition, PES scans were recorded at the
initial and final photon energies of the scan to determine
the background of the CIS or CFS scan. This back-
ground was then subtracted out from the raw data. In
several cases, however, off-resonance cross sections of the
3s correlation satellites were so small that PES spectra
before and after the CIS scan could not be obtained in a
reasonable amount of time. In such cases, no background
correction to the CIS scan was made. Fortunately, direct
photoionization of these satellites is so small compared to
their resonant enhancement via autoionization (see Fig.
2) that such a background correction is virtually unneces-
sary.
Since all PES spectra were recorded while scanning the
voltage on the source cell, the pass energy for each scan
at every channel was constant. Thus, excluding any lens
effects, which in the case of the present experimental set-
up only arise for acceleration (retardation) voltages which
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are very large compared to the initial kinetic energy of
the detected electrons, the transmission function of the
analyzer was constant for every channel of the scan. We
verified a negligible dependence of the transmission by
measuring the intensity of a given photoline as a function
of acceleration voltage. Hence, after subtracting the
background, the integrated counts under any given peak
in the PES spectrum could be taken to be the relative
cross section of that feature for the photon energy at
which the spectrum was recorded.
Normalization to a common relative scale between the
various PES spectra at diferent photon energies, and be-
tween the CIS and PES spectra, was accomplished in a
self-consistent manner as follows. The peak height of the
3s photoline in Fig. 4(e) was arbitrarily chosen to be 100.
This photon energy corresponded to the greatest
enhancement of the 3s line. Similarly, the peak height of
the 3s cross section [Fig. 2(a)] at the photon energy at
which the spectrum in Fig. 4(e) was recorded was also set
to 100. Hence, the peak height of the 3s line for each res-
onance energy [Fig. 2(a)] could then be used to scale all
the other PES spectra, which in turn could then be used
to scale the remaining CIS spectra. As a cross check, the
peak height of a given feature at a given photon energy
was compared with its value determined in the normal-
ized PES spectrum and in the normalized CIS spectrum.
In nearly all cases, excluding the normalization points,
which are of course equal, both spectra gave the same re-
sult within their error limits. In most cases this amount-
ed to less than 10%.
Integrated intensities and positions of the various PES
features were determined by fitting the data with multiple
Pearson-7 functions' and a sloping or exponential back-
ground. The four-parameter Pearson-7 function can be
continuously varied from a pure Lorentzian line shape to
a pure Gaussian line shape, making it ideally suited to
fitting Voigt profiles.
and
ls 2s 2p 3s ns(d )~ls 2s 2p 3sE'l",
a spectator and a participator transition, respectively.
According to the spectator model, the probability for the
excited electron to participate in the decay of the core
hole is significantly smaller than if it remains a spectator
during the decay process. Qualitatively this is very clear.
One would expect that the probability of finding a 3s elec-
tron in the vicinity of the empty 2p orbital to be more
likely than finding an ns(d) electron in the vicinity of the
empty 2p orbital, since on average the ns (d) electron will
be found farther from the nucleus than the 3s electron.
Hence, the ns (d) electron is not as likely to participate in
the decay of the excited neutral as would the 3s electron.
PES spectra were recorded at twelve diferent photon
energies: eleven at autoionization resonances and one off
resonance. In order to determine the appropriate photon
energies at which to record the various PES spectra,


















The premise of this experiment was to excite a
2p, /g 3/p core electron to some excited state [typically an
ns(d), n + 3 level], and then observe how the decay of
that state (autoionization) populated various exit chan-
nels. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1 for a
2p3/2~4s excitation. A systematic measurement of the
branching ratios for the decay of the various excited
states into their respective exit channels provides an ex-
cellent test of the spectator model. This model has been
strongly corroborated in the rare gases Ar, ' Kr, ' ' and
Xe, and appears to be valid in most cases involving the
alkaline earth elements, except for radium, which has not
been experimentally investigated.
There are two possible branches of decay for the
excited states investigated in this paper. Consider the
present case with Mg in the excited state
ls 2s 2p 3s ns(d). The two possible transitions are




FIG. 1. Simplified energy-level diagram of selected levels of
Mg I and Mg Ir. Photoexcitation from the ground state of Mg I
to the (Ne) [2p3/2]3s 4s excited state is indicated by the vertical
arrow. Decay from the excited state into the various levels of
the ion is indicated by the diagonal arrows. Square brackets in-
dicate holes. All configurations are based on a Ne core. This
figure is not drawn to scale.
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FIG. 2. Partial cross sections of the 3s line and various correlation satellites through the 2p ~ns(d) resonances as recorded by CIS
scans. The energy scale is fixed at the 2p3&&~3d resonance (4) at 55.49 eV as taken from Ref. 10. Resonance energies and assign-
0
ments are given in Table I. All CIS spectra were taken with 20 meV/step at a resolution of 0.30 A ( =-0.08 eV). The feature marked
with an asterisk is an Auger interloper as described in the text.
partial cross sections of the 3s line and various correla-
tion satellites, are shown in Fig. 2. Table I gives the reso-
nance energies and assignments of the excited states of
the neutral which are relevant to this work. The reso-
nance energies which we report were determined by using
resonance 4 in Fig. 2(a) as a reference. The assignments
and reference energy are taken from the photoabsorption
work of Ederer, Lucatorto, and Mehlman. ' The scale on
the left-hand side of Fig. 2 is in arbitrary units and is the
actual scale by which the CIS and PES spectra were nor-
malized with respect to each other. The ordinate of this
figure can be converted to an absolute scale in Mb by
multiplication with the factor 0.24(2). This conversion
factor was determined by normalizing the 3s cross section
}Fig. 2(a)] in the region from 54 to 54.78 eV (assumed to
be fiat) to the theoretical value of 0.2 Mb as reported by
Altun' (his Fig. 5).
A few comments and observations are in order regard-
ing Fig. 2(a). Although a direct comparison with the
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) calculation of
Altun' for the 3s cross section through the 2p~ns(d)
resonances is somewhat dificult because his ca1culations
have not been convoluted with a monochromator
bandpass of 0.30 A, we note the following. The theoreti-
cal calculation correctly predicts that the strongest reso-
nance wi11 be associated with the 2p 3s 3d configuration.
However, the theoretical calculation gives a value of
about 20:1 for the ratio of the peak height of the strong-




TABLE I. MgI resonance energies and their assignments.
Numbers in parentheses denote error.
Resonance
Level energy (eV)
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'These assignments are taken from Ref. 10.
The notation used here only includes those electrons outside
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FIG. 2. (Continued).
est resonance [2p 3d( D)3s ] to the continuum. We ob-
tain a ratio of about 120:1. Since a convolution of the
theoretical cross section with a 0.30-A bandpass would
only broaden the resonance and reduce its peak intensity,
leaving the integrated intensity the same, we conclude
that the theoretical calculation has seriously underes-
timated the strength of these resonances.
The cross sections of Fig. 2 clearly indicate that the
higher the binding energy of the correlation satellite, the
more strongly enhanced it becomes at the higher autoion-
izing resonances. It is also clear that in most cases, the
correlation satellites are strongest at resonance energies
for which the excited electron of the neutral has the same
angular momentum as the correlation satellite and the
same principal quantum number n or n ' = n +1. This is
clearly the case for the excitations shown in Figs. 2(c),
2(e), 2(g), 2(h), and 2(i). This is an indication that when
the decay of an excited state of the neutral takes place via
autoionization, the excited electron tends to remain a
spectator, although shakeup and shakedown to adjacent
n levels can be quite strong. A more detailed discussion
of this behavior will be given when we examine the PES
results. We also observe that the cross section for the 4p
electron looks remarkably like that of the 3d+4s [Fig.
2(c)], while that of the Sp looks remarkably like that of
the 4d+5s [Fig. 2(e)]. This is somewhat surprising in
view of the fact that the 3p cross section looks markedly
different from that of the 3s.
Finally, one will notice that in all the spectra beginning
with Fig. 2(e) and continuing through Fig. 2(i), a broad,
featureless structure can be seen tracking through the
various cross sections at different photon energies. This
feature has been marked with an asterisk in the spectra of
Fig. 2. We have determined that this arises from an
L 2 3 AI J lV J Auger interloper which results from the
creation of a 2p hole by second-order light, despite the
use of an Al filter to block out higher order radiation.
The sum of all the panels in Fig. 2 should closely
reproduce the photoabsorption spectrum of Ref. 10
below the 2p3/2 threshold. The result of this summation
is shown in Fig. 3. We observe the same spectrum as
seen by Ederer, Lucatorto, and Mehlman, ' although we
cannot resolve the higher members of the nd states from
the (n+1)s states for n ~4. The primary diff'erences be-
tween our total cross section and the photoabsorption
spectrum can be ascribed to the following three reasons:
lack of several channels, differences in resolution, and
















FIG. 3. Cross section of Mg through the 2p~ns(d) reso-
nances. This figure is a result of adding all the panels in Fig. 2
together. Resonance energies and assignments are given in
Table I. The positions of the 2p3/2 and 2p&/2 thresholds at
57.545(5) and 57.814(5) eV, respectively, are also indicated in
the figure.
differences in recording methods. We have not measured
the partial cross sections for the np states for n ~6 and
the ns(d) states for n ~ 9(8). However, we do not expect
these states to contribute much to the total cross section.
Probably the most significant difference between our
work and Ref. 10 is due to resolution, 0.30(2) A in our
case compared to 0.06 A in the photoabsorption work.
In our measurement the broad bandpass will considerably
reduce the peak height of the higher energy, more narrow
resonances. Finally, we attribute remaining discrepancies
to the differences in recording techniques, noting that the
counting technique we use is superior to photographic
recording in both linearity and dynamic range. Despite
the limitations of the comparison between our total cross
section and the absorption spectrum, there is, neverthe-
less, satisfactory agreement.
The experimental results for the low-resolution PES
spectra [FWHM =0.38(2) eV] following background sub-
traction, normalization as discussed previously, and a
conversion to a binding energy scale are shown in Fig. 4.
As a reference we have taken the binding energy of the 3s
photoline to be 7.644 eV. In order to better resolve the
satellite structure in the PES spectra recorded at the
higher resonance photon energies, an additional series of
high-resolution PES spectra [FWHM=0. 20(2) eV] were
taken covering the region of the higher binding energy
satellites only. These spectra (following background sub-
traction, normalization with respect to the low-resolution
. PES spectra, and conversion to a binding energy scale)
are shown in Fig. 5. Normalization between the low-
resolution PES spectra and the high-resolution PES spec-
tra was accomplished by setting the integrated counts for
all features in the high-resolution spectra equal to the in-
tegrated counts for the same features in the low-
resolution spectra. The binding energies of the 3s photo-
line and the observed correlation satellites are given in
Table II, in addition to a comparison with optical data
from which the assignments are taken. It should be not-
ed that in all cases, except for n =3, we were unable to
experimentally resolve the nd from the (n + 1)s satellites.
Branching ratios for the decay of the various excited
states of the neutral into the ground state of the ion and
its numerous excited states are given in Table III. These
measured values are true branching ratios defined by
B;=I;/I as opposed to relative intensities. Here 8; is
the branching ratio for the ith decay channel of the excit-
ed state. I,. is the partial width of the ith decay channel,
and I is the sum of all the partial widths given by
I =g;I, . Experimentally, the integrated intensity of a
given feature in a PES spectrum I; is directly proportion-
al to the partial width of that feature, hence,
8; =I, /g;I;. S.ince we are interested in true branching
ratios, we must be careful to subtract out any contribu-
tion to the integrated intensity of a spectral feature which
might arise from direct photoionization. This is especial-
ly true for the most highly excited states, Figs. 4(j), 4(k),
and 4(1), where, for example, the main 3s photoline is
nearly or completely due to direct photoionization.
An off'-resonance spectrum taken at 80 eV is shown in
Fig. 4(a) for comparison with the on-resonance spectra.
Because the cross section off resonance was so small, it
was necessary to record this spectrum at a lower resolu-
tion [FWHM=0. 54(1)] than the other PES spectra in or-
der to obtain a reasonable counting rate. The most strik-
ing feature of this spectrum is how small the cross sec-
tions of its features are compared to those of the other
spectra. Even at the weakest resonance [Fig. 4(k)], the
strongest feature is roughly eight times larger than the
off-resonance 3s cross section. This indicates very
dramatically how weak the direct process of photoioniza-
tion is compared to the indirect process of autoionization
through the 2p~ns(d) resonances. This is also quite
clear in the CIS spectra. The only appreciable correla-
tion satellites which appear off resonance are the 3p and
4s+3d satellites, and perhaps some 4p, which arise strict-
ly from initial-state configuration interaction (ISCI).
The relative intensities between the main line and its sa-
tellites due to ISCI are I(3p)/I(3s) =0. 133(6) and
I(4s+3d )/I(3s) =0.077(5), where the I(4s+3d ) inten-
sity may include a small amount of the 4p satellite.
B. Resonance 1: the 2p3/2 ~4s excitation, h v= 54. 81(3) eV
The spectrum of the 3s line and its correlation satellites
at the 2p3&z —+4s excitation is shown in Fig. 4(b). One im-
mediately sees a very dramatic difference from the off-
resonance spectrum of Fig. 4(a). The most intense peak
in the spectrum is the 4s satellite, which is 5.3(3) times
stronger than the 3s line. In addition, we now observe
three additional satellites which were not even visible in
the off-resonance spectrum: the 4p, 5g, and the 6g
satellites. The strength of the 4s satellite is a direct indi-
cation that the excited 4s electron in the neutral likes to
remain as a spectator during the autoionizing decay, in
accordance with the spectator model. We also note that
the presence of the 3p and 4p satellites is direct evidence
for configuration mixing in the excited state of the neu-






































































FIG. 4. PES electron spectra [FWHM=0. 38(2) eV] of atomic Mg at 12 diff'erent photon energies: (a) off resonance at h v-=80 eV,
(b) —(1) at various resonance energies as indicated in Table I. All spectra have the background subtracted and are normalized as indi-
cated in the text. Assignments are based on the data of Ref. 24. The letter 2 indicates the position of the I 2 3-M, M, Auger lines,
which arise from second-order radiation except in the case of Fig. 4(1). Each spectrum contains 256 points.
tral. These satellites cannot originate from the shakeup
or shakedown of the 4s electron because the overlap ma-
trix elements for such processes vanish due to the ortho-
gonality of the angular part of the wave functions. Final-
ly, we note that the feature marked with an 2 in the
spectrum is the L2 3-M, M, Auger line which is a conse-
quence of second-order radiation from the monochroma-
tor.
C. Resonance 2: the 2p~3s3p ( P) transition,
h v=54. 96(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(c).
As in the previous case, one observes a very strong
enhancement of the correlation satellites, with the 3p and
4s lines somewhat stronger than the 3s. The most obvi-
ous difterence between this spectrum and the preceding
spectrum is the relative strength of the 3p line compared
to both the main 3s line and the 4s line. The enhance-
ment of the 3p line with respect to the 3s line is not
surprising considering the configuration of the excited
state, and suggests that one of the 3p electrons frequently
participates in the decay of this excited state. Since, how-
ever, one or both of the 3p electrons must participate in
the decay process, we cannot really speak of a spectator
transition with respect to the 3p electrons. However, we
can speak of spectator transitions with respect to the 3s
electron. In this way we can understand the rather
surprising strength of the 4s line considering the
configuration of the excited neutral. This line can arise
43 ENHANCEMENT OF EXCITED-STATE POPULATION OF. . . 2345
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TABLE II. Mgii 3s and correlation satellite binding ener-








































































This number is a result of a quantum-defect fit of the 4p, 5p,







In addition, we find that the branching ratio for the de-
cay of the 4s excited state into the ground state of the ion
is smaller here, 8 =9.2(4), than at the 2p3/2~4s excita-
tion [Fig. 4(b)] where 8 = 12.6(4), indicating that the par-
ticipator decay is somewhat weaker in this instance.
E. Resonance 4: the 2p3/2 ~3d excitation, h v=55. 49 eV
't 1 16 21 26
Binding Energy (eV)
FIG. 4. (Continued).
feither from initial excited state configuration mixing o
the 3p 4s configuration, or, more likely, from the shake-
up of the 3s electron into the 4s level. In fact, shakeup of
the 3s electron into the 5s state is the most reasonable ex-
planation for the appearance of the Ss satellite. When
viewed in this manner, we see that the spectator model
qualitatively explains the decay dynamics of this reso-
nance excitation.
D. Resonance 3: the 2pI~2 ~4s excitation, h v=55. 07(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown m Ftg. 4(d).
This decay looks virtually identical to that of Fig. 4(b),
indicating that the total angular momentum of the core
hole, whether —,' or —,', has little inhuence on the decay dy-
namics. There are, nevertheless, some slight difFerences.
Most notable is the increased relative intensity of the 3p
satellite with respect to all other features in the spectrum.
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(e).
This decay looks remarkably like the off-resonance decay
of Fig. 4(a), although the cross section of the 3s line and
the accompanying correlation satellites are approximate-
ly two orders of magnitude larger. Here we observe strik-
ingly difFerent behavior from the previous spectra. For
the first time we see that participator decay dominates
over spectator decay, indicating a complete breakdown of
the spectator model. This behavior is not altogether
surprising.r risi . Such a breakdown of the spectator model has
5 2 6 2been observed in the decay of the Ca 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d
p 0 oexch t ited state. This breakdown was ascribed to the
collapse of the 3d wave function into a corelike orbita
with an energy close to that of the 4s orbital. It is reason-
able to assume that a similar situation might also occur in
this instance. If the excited 3d electron orbital of mag-
nesium were to collapse in the presence of the 2p core
hole, then there would be significantly more overlap be-
tween the vacant 2p orbital and excited 3d orbital. This
increased overlap would greatly enhance the probability
for the excited 3d electron to participate in the decay of
the 2p hole. Such a collapse would be a strong indication
of configuration interaction in the excited neutral, espe-
'
ll 3s 3d where it is well known that configuration
interaction leads to a contraction of the single
configuration orbital. Although we can qualitatively as-
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cribe the observed behavior at this resonance as resulting
from the collapse of the 3d orbital, detailed calculations
are necessary to validate such a conjecture. As in the
case of the 2p~4s excitations, we again note that the
presence of the 3p and 4p satellites is direct evidence of
configuration mixing in the excited state of the neutral.
F. Resonance 5: the 2p~3s3p ('P) excitation,
h v=55. 68(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(f).
The appearance of this spectrum is somewhat surprising.
One might have expected that this spectrum would look
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much more like that in Fig. 4(c), which, aside from the
final term value, has the same configuration. Instead, it
looks very similar to that of Fig. 4(e), with the major
difference being the relative increase in intensity of the 3p
satellite with respect to all other features in the spectrum.
This is in line with the enhancement of the 3p satellite in
Fig. 4(c) and can be explained in a similar manner. What
cannot be explained is the complete absence of the 4s
line. We note that production of the P state in Fig. 4(c)
requires a spin Aip, and that the geneology of the cou-
pling scheme is very different from the present case (see
Table I). One consequence of this is the weakness of
transition 2 compared to the present one. With respect
to the decay process, the production of the 4s in one case
and not in the other suggests that spin Hip might play an
important role in shakeup. In addition to the 3d satellite,
we also observe a 4d satellite. Again, these satellites
cannot arise from shakeup of the 3s electron to the 4d or
Sd levels because of orthogonality of the angular portion
of the wave functions. Hence, these satellites can only be
a result of ISCI in the excited neutral.
G. Resonance 6: the 2p]/2 ~3d excitation, h v=55. 83(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(g).
Except for the increased relative intensity of the 3p line
with respect to all other features, this spectrum is not too
different from that of Fig. 4(e). We note for example,
that the relative intensity between the 3d and 3s lines and
the 4d and 3s lines is roughly the same here as in Fig.
4(e). As in Fig. 4(e), the 3d participator transition is the
strongest decay channel, presumably due to the collapse
of the 3d wave function. This could explain the sensitivi-
ty of the 2p ~3d excitations to the angular momentum of
the core hole, which is absent in the case of the 2p~4s
excitations. Thus, the primary difference between the de-
cay of the 2P&&z3s 3d excited state [Fig. 4(e)] and this
state is not that there is stronger mixing of the 3d3p
configuration in this state, but rather a weaker probabili-
ty for participator decay in this state. This is clear from
the CIS spectrum of Fig. 2(b) where the strength of the 3p
cross section is nearly equal at resonances 4 and 6. In
fact, the 3s line is approximately one order of magnitude
stronger at the 2p3/p +3d transition than it is here.
H. Resonance 7: the 2p3/2~5s excitation, h v=56. 30(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(h).
In Fig. 5(a) the higher members of the 3s correlation
satellites are shown at high resolution. We now observe
the presence of new satellite lines which were virtually
nonexistent at lower excitation energies. Not only do we
completely resolve the Sp satellite in the high-resolution
spectrum, but we also partially resolve the 6p satellite
from the 6s, and nearly resolve the L2-M, M, Auger line
from the L, 3-M, Mj Auger line. As observed for the
2p ~4s excitations, we immediately see that the strongest
autoionizing decay is that in which the excited Ss elec-
tron remains a spectator, in accord with the spectator
model. Furthermore, we see for the first time that shake-
up of the excited electron is very pronounced. This is
reAected by the relative intensity of the 6s satellite com-
pared to all other features in the spectrum. This behavior
has been observed in the decay of the 1s2s 3p excited
state of Be (Ref. 7) and in the decay of the 2p core-excited
states of Ar ( Ref. 19) and the 3d core-excited states of
Kr. ' In fact, the probability that the Ss electron will
shake up to the 6s level during decay is slightly more like-
ly than the probability for it to participate during the de-
cay (see Table III). We also note that the probability for
shakedown of the Ss electron to the 4s state is quite weak,
being roughly 11 times less likely than shakeup to the 6s
state.
I. Resonance 9: the 2p&/2 —+5s excitation, hv=56. 56(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(i)
(low resolution) and in Fig. 5(b) (high resolution). In the
high-resolution spectrum we now see evidence of the 7s
satellite which was obscured by the L, 2-M, M, Auger line
in Fig. 5(a). Both of these spectra look remarkably simi-
lar to those in Figs. 4(h) and 5(a); the degree of similarity
is consistent with that found between the 2@3/2 +4s and
the 2p, &2~4s excitations [Figs. 4(b) and 4(d), respective-
ly]. This again indicates that in the case of 2p~ns exci-
tations, the total angular momentum of the core hole
plays a negligible role in the decay process. The primary
difference between these spectra and those of Figs. 4(h)
and 5(a) is the relative increase in the strength of the 3p
satellite relative to the main photoline and all other satel-
lites in the spectrum. This is also consistent with regard
to the 2p —+4s transitions, for which the 3p line was found
to be stronger relative to all features in the spectrum
recorded at the 2p &/2 ~4s transition energy.
J. Resonance 11: the 2p 3/2 ~6s excitation, h v =56.78( 3 ) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(j)
(low resolution) and in Fig. 5(c) (high resolution). At this
resonance energy we now see evidence of the 7p satellite
which forms a shoulder on the high binding energy side
of the 7s line. Furthermore, the apparent enhancement
of the L2-M, M, line is most likely due to the 8s satellite
which at this photon energy has nearly the same kinetic
energy as the Auger line. The appearance of this spec-
trum is quite different from those involving previous exci-
tations of 2p electrons to ns states. First, the probability
for a participator transition is much smaller. The contri-
bution to the strength of the 3s photopeak in this spec-
trum is due as much to direct photoionization as to au-
toionization. This is very apparent in the CIS spectrum
of Fig. 2(a). Secondly, we see, for the first time, that
shakeup of the excited electron during autoionization is
substantial jy stronger than the spectator transition itself.
This behavior was also observed following the decay of
the 2p3/2~3d excitation in Ar. ' In that article it was
reported that shakeup of the 3d electron to the 4d state
during autoionization was stronger than the spectator de-
cay, although no quantitative analysis was given. A more
quantitative analysis was carried out for Kr, ' where it
was found that shakeup following the decay of the
3d ~np (n =6,7, 8) excitations was significantly more
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pronounced than the pure spectator transitions. Similar
behavior has also been seen in Be, where it was found
that shakeup of an excited 4p electron to the 5p level fol-
lowing autoionization of the 1s2s 4p state led to
I(5p)/I(4p)=1. 6(7). From the branching ratios given
in Table III we deduce that the relative intensity between
the 7s satellite and the 6s satellite is I(7s)/I(6s) =2.9(2).
In addition, we also note that the relative probability for
shakedown is much stronger here than in any previous
spectrum. This is not so surprising, if one considers that
the difference between adjacent wave functions for higher
Rydberg states is not as marked as the difference between
adjacent wave functions for the lower-lying states.
K. Resonance 12: the 2p3/2 ~6d, 2p&z& —+5d excitation,
h v=57. 07(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(k)
(low resolution) and in Fig. 5(d) (high resolution). In the
high-resolution spectrum we completely resolve the 5p
satellite and much of the 6p satellite, which is completely
buried in the lower-resolution spectrum. These spectra
are similar in many ways to the two previous spectra
[Figs. 4(j) and 5(c)], showing marked population of the
states adjacent to the spectator lines. The most notice-
able difference is the presence of a new satellite, the 7d
(which would correspond to an 8s line in the two previous
spectra). Furthermore, we conclude on the basis of the
CIS spectrum [Fig. 2(a)] that the entire strength of the 3s
photoline is due to direct photoionization. In addition,
we can again resolve the two Auger lines. As before, we
note the apparent enhancement of the L2-M, M, Auger
line. This is due to a superposition of the Auger line and
the Sd satellite which at this photon energy has nearly
the same kinetic energy as the Auger line.
A precise determination of the physics at this reso-
nance energy is somewhat difficult because there are two
degenerate excited states, and it is not possible to deter-
mine experimentally which excitation has the stronger
cross section. However, if we assume that decay of both
of these excited states proceeds in a manner similar to the
previous resonance, we can then argue that the features
present in this spectrum result equally from decay of both
excited states. In the case of the 2p3/p +6d transition,
we would expect to see the dominant decay process to be
the shakeup of the 6d electron to the 7d level, with a fair-
ly strong spectator line and some shakedown of the 6d to
the 5d level. In the case of the 2p»2~5d transition, we
again expect the dominant decay process to involve
shakeup of the 5d electron to the 6d state with some
shakedown to the 4d state and an appreciable amount of
spectator line. If we then add these two processes, it is
quite conceivable that one might reproduce the spectra
shown in Figs. 4(k) and 5(d), Although this is a plausible
explanation for the behavior of these spectra, a detailed
theoretical calculation is needed to truly elucidate the de-
cay dynamics in this instance.
L. Resonance 14: the 2p&/2 ~6d excitation, h v=57. 34(3) eV
The spectrum for this transition is shown in Fig. 4(l)
(low resolution) and in Fig. 5(e) (high resolution). In the
high-resolution spectrum we see evidence of shakeup to
the Sd level as well as the expected strong shakeup to the
7d level. Somewhat surprising, however, is the relative
weakness of the spectator transition and the relative
strength of the 5d and 4d shakedown lines. Most unex-
pected is the terrific enhancement of the L z-M, M
&
Auger
line below the 2p»2 threshold.
The appearance of an Auger line below its threshold is
quite surprising, and one must be very careful to rule out
any possibility that it arises from an experimental ar-
tifact. One possibility is that the bandpass of the incident
radiation is broad enough to overlap with part of the
2p, &2 threshold. At this resonance energy the bandpass
of the monochromator is close to 0.08 eV. The difference
in energy between this level and the 2p&&2 threshold is
0.464 eV, ' which is nearly six times greater than the
bandpass. Although the 2p, &2 threshold is not a step
function, it is very unlikely that it would be spread out as
far as 0.464 eV. In fact, according to Krause and
Oliver, the width of the 2p hole in Mg is approximately
0.001 eV. Furthermore, since we are much closer to the
2p3 &2 threshold at this excitation energy ( =—0.20 eV
below), we would also expect to see an enhancement of
the L3-M, M] Auger line, which is not observed. Anoth-
er possibility is improper normalization of this PES spec-
trum, indicating that all of the observed Auger line is a
result of second-order light only. If this were in fact the
case, we would again expect to see not only the L2-M, M&
line in the high-resolution spectrum, but also the L3-
M
&
M i line with roughly twice the intensity. Again, this
is not observed. Furthermore the peak height of the 3s
line agrees very well with the off-resonance value deter-
mined from the CIS scan of Fig. 2(a).
To help clarify this unexpected result, we enlist the aid
of two CFS scans carried out on the two Auger lines. In
each CFS scan the Auger lines were tracked below both
2p thresholds. The cross section of the L2 MiMi line as
a function of photon energy is shown in Fig. 6(a), while
the cross section of the L3-M, M, line as a function of
photon energy is shown in Fig. 6(b). The 2p»z and 2p3/2
thresholds are indicated by the vertical lines in the spec-
tra. The energy scale of these spectra was normalized to
the value given in Ref. 10 for the window resonance near
61 eV. Normalization of these spectra and background
subtraction were carried out in the manner discussed pre-
viously. The very strong feature in both spectra which
peaks just above 58 eV corresponds to the
2p '[3s(3p 'S) S]'P excited state at 58.067(5) eV. '
The feature which lies below both the 2p thresholds in
Fig. 6(a) corresponds to a photon energy of 57.39(3) eV,
in excellent agreement with the 2p&&2 —+6d excitation en-
ergy determined from the CIS spectra. Important to note
is that the CFS spectrum of the L3-MiMi line shows no
enhancement at this photon energy, in complete agree-
ment with the PES results. We therefore conclude that
the apparent enhancement of the L2-M&M, Auger line
below threshold is in fact a real phenomenon.
One possible explanation for this enhancement is the
Auger resonant Raman process where the Auger dia-
gram line has been observed below threshold. A primary
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requirement for the Auger resonant Raman process is for
the bandwidth of the exciting radiation to be substantial-
ly smaller than the natural widths of the levels involved
in the resonant process. However, the principal reason
why the Auger diagram line was observed below thresh-
old in Ref. 30 was due to the very broad nature of the ini-
tial core-hole state. The width of this state was such that
photon energies which were technically below its thresh-
old could still excite the core electron into the continu-
um. Subsequent decay of this core hole then led to the
emission of an Auger line "below" threshold. As indicat-
ed above, the 2p core-hole states of Mg are far too narrow
for this effect to be possible.
We propose the following explanation as to the origin
of the Auger enhancement. The difference in energy be-
tween the Mg 2p
& &z 3s 6d excited state and the Mg+
2p 6d state is 36.12 eV, while the energy difference be-
tween the same excited state and the Mg + 2p state is
34.67 eV. The kinetic energy of the Lp MIM& line is



















FIG. 6. Partial cross sections of the L&-M, M, Auger line (a)
and the L3-M&M, Auger line (b) from 57.0—62.0 eV. The ener-
gy scale is fixed at the window resonance at 60.989(5) eV as tak-
en from Ref. 10. The 2p3/p and the 2p, z& thresholds are indicat-
ed by the two vertical lines at 57.545(5) and 57.814(5) eV, re-
0
spectively. These spectra were taken with a resolution of 0.30 A
(-=0.08 eV). The L&-M, M, spectrum was recorded with 20
meV/step while the L3-M, M, spectrum was recorded with 40
meV/step. The symmetric feature which appears below both 2p
thresholds in spectrum (a) at 57.39(3) eV, as indicated by the ar-
row, corresponds to the 2p&z~ ~6d resonance. The very strong
feature which appears in both spectra at 58.05(3) eV corre-
sponds to the 2p —+[3s(3p 'S) S]'P, resonance. The spectrum
of Fig. 6(a) was normalized by setting the peak height of the
2p & z~ -6d transition equal to the peak height of the L & -M l M l
Auger line in Fig. 4(l). A relative intensity of 2:1 was assumed
between Figs. 6(b) and 6(a).
above. This strongly suggests that what we are seeing is
the decay of the Mg 2p&&z3s 6d excited state into some
Mg+ 2p nd state with the emission of an electron having
the same kinetic energy as the Auger line, thereby caus-
ing an apparent enhancement of the Auger line below
threshold. This same mechanism was used to explain the
much smaller enhancement of the Lz-M, M, Auger line
in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Using quantum defect theory and
the level energies of Mg II (Ref. 24) we calculated the
binding energies of the Mg+ 2p nd states from n =9—12.
We found that the difference in energy between the Mg
2p, &z 3s 6d excited state and the Mg+ 2p 11d state gives
a kinetic energy of an emitted electron of 35.12 eV, exper-
imentally indistinguishable from the Auger electron ener-
gy. The fact that there might exist an autoionizing elec-
tron with the same kinetic energy as an Auger electron is
not surprising. What is surprising, however, is the inten-
sity of this autoionizing line. Based on the shakeup
trends in the spectra preceeding those at this resonance
energy, we would have expected the 7d satellite to be the
strongest. Yet, this was not the case. It would seem as if
the system wants to decay by emitting an electron of the
same kinetic energy as the Lz-M&M
&
Auger line even if
that means substantial shakeup of the excited electron.
Furthermore, it is clear from the CFS spectra of Fig. 6
that this behavior is unique to the Lz-M, M& Auger line
and not the L3-M, M, Auger line. Although we do not
have a quantitative explanation for this effect, we can
make the following physical argument. Because the de-
cay of the core hole occurs so rapidly, it does not per-
ceive that the high-lying Rydberg electron is still in the
vicinity when the decay begins. Therefore, it produces an
Auger electron exactly as if the excited Rydberg electron
were free. As the Rydberg electron notices the alteration
in the core, it is then captured into that orbital of the ion
which satisfies the energy balance equation. Besides the
obvious theoretical scrutiny, measurements involving
nd ~ 7d states at much higher resolution and ion yield
measurements of Mg+ and Mg + are clearly desirable.
IV. SUMMARY
The clear trend apparent in nearly all the spectra of
Figs. 4 and 5 is the enhancement of the higher binding
energy satellites over the main line as one excites the 2p
electron to higher and higher Rydberg states. This is also
refIected in the CIS spectra. This is a definite indication
that the dominant decay processes for these excited states
are spectator transitions rather than participator transi-
tions, which is in excellent agreement with the predic-
tions of the spectator model. In fact, only for the excita-
tion of the 2p electrons to the 3d state and for the excita-
tion of the 2p, &z~6d state does the spectator model
break down, the former most likely resulting from the
collapse of the 3d wave function, and the latter due to an
unknown threshold phenomenon. In addition, it is clear
that shake processes become ever stronger as one excites
to higher and higher Rydberg states, with shakeup even-
tually dominating over the pure spectator transition it-
self.
We can understand in a very qualitative sense why
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shakeup becomes so strong at the higher resonance ener-
gies. Following the spectator decay of an excited atom,
the orbital of the excited atom will find that it has col-
lapsed in going from the neutral to the ion. Because of
this collapse, the excited electron may find that it over-
laps more strongly with the (n+1)th orbital of the ion
than with the nth orbital of the ion. Hence, the excited
electron will "automatically" go into the (n + 1)th orbital
upon decay of the excited state. This picture has already
been demonstrated in the case of Ar (Ref. 19) and Kr
(Ref. 21) using the independent-particle shake model. We
now confirm its validity for Mg as well.
In the case of Mg, the principal matrix element govern-
ing the decay of the excited neutral via a spectator transi-
tion is
which reduces to
(3s(1)3s(2)( '+'L ) ~1/r, 2 ~2p(1)sI(2)( '+'L ) ) (ns'~ns ),
where c represents the energy of the continuum electron
and I its angular momentum. The ~ns') wave function
represents the excited ns electron in the presence of the
2p hole, while the ~ns ) wave function represents the ex-
cited ns electron in the presence of the 3s holes. All other
overlap matrix elements have been assumed to be equal to
1. The principal matrix element governing the decay of
the excited neutral via a spectator transition involving
shakeup or shakedown is
which reduces to
(3s(1)3s(2)( '+'L) ~1/r, 2 ~2p(1)c,'i(2)( '+'L ) ) ( ns'~(n+a)s ), (2)
where a is an integer greater than or equal to 1 for shake-
up and less than or equal to negative 1 for shakedown.
The square of the ratio of Eq. (2) to Eq. (1) gives the rela-
tive intensity between the spectator transition involving
shakeup or shakedown and the spectator transition in the
absence of shakeup or shakedown. If we assume that the
two electron matrix elements in equations (1) and (2) are
nearly the same (a reasonable approximation if the energy
E' is not too different from E), we then find
I((n +a)s) l/(ns) -=[(ns'~(n+ )sa) /(ns'~ns ) ] . (3)
Using only single-configuration wave functions obtained
from the HF77 (Ref. 32) code, and using Eq. (3), we deter-
mined the relative intensity between the (n + 1 )I
[(n —1)l ] shakeup [shakedown] line and the nl spectator
line and between the (n+2)l shakeup line and the nl
spectator line for four difterent resonance energies. The
results are compared with our experimental values and
given in Table IV. As can be seen from the table, the re-
suits are quite good for the s states, although in nearly all
cases the theory overestimates the relative intensities. In
the case of the 6d state, however, the results are not as
good. Here the theory even fails to correctly predict the
observed experimental trend, which indicates substantial
shakedown to the n —1 level and shakeup to the n +1
level of greater magnitude than shakeup to the n +2 lev-
el. This is most likely due to the use of single-
configuration wave functions, where, in general, d orbit-
als are known to be more highly correlated than s orbit-
als. Nevertheless, we may still conclude that the impor-
tant physics regarding these shake transitions is handled
well by shake theory, which confirms the picture of a col-
lapsing Rydberg orbital when going from the excited neu-
tral to the excited ion. Finally we note that shake theory
cannot possibly explain the shakeup of the 6d electron to
the 11d state. According to shake theory the relative in-
tensity between the 11d state and the 6d state is
3.25 X 10 while experiment gives 13.0(8).
TABLE IV. Experimental and theoretical relative intensities between the (n+1)l [(n —1)l] shakeup [shakedown] line and the nl
spectator line and between (n+2)l shakeup line and the nl line at four different resonance energies. The theoretical results are calcu-
lated using Eq. (3). Numbers in parentheses denote error.
Resonance Figure
I((n —1)1 ) /I( nl )
Theor. Expt.
I((n + 1)1)/I(nl )
Theor. Expt.




































'This value is the result of averaging the 2p &z2 and the 2p3/2 channels.
This value is too small to be determined experimentally.
'The actual value calculated is 1.3 X 10
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